	
  

Don’t Miss Positioned for Advancement …Understanding the Tribes and Months: A
Study of Redemptive Gathering and Timing! Guests include Paul Wilbur and Chris Hayward!
Gaining a Hebraic understanding of timing and positioning is a real key for advancement. We have set
aside an entire weekend where we can study the significance of the tribes and months. So many
have shared how this teaching has unlocked their sense of timing and identity.
•
•
•
•
•

How do we become whole and get positioned for the “wars” ahead?
How do we hear and move with sound and the Ark of His Presence?
How do we get positioned for a wealth transfer?
How do we relate to “The” land and “Our” land?
How do see the movement of the Great Commission in relation to the Lord of the Harvest?

From a Biblical perspective, these are questions that we will attempt to answer as we take a look at the
forming army and how God sees war, unity, timing, and positioning. As Believers, we are grafted into
God’s covenant plan with Abraham through Jesus Christ. Understanding the prophetic significance and
the characteristics of the tribes of Israel is vital for gaining insight into prophetic fulfillment of our role in
our territory. This helps us develop the Lord’s redemptive plan and see a manifestation of His purposes in
our territory.
Furthermore, studying the Hebrew months helps us receive prophetic understanding on how the Lord
orders our steps throughout the year. What is the Rosh Chodesh blessing? Why do we celebrate
Firstfruits? The understanding from one covenant to the next is key to continue moving in blessings.
Since each month is designed by the Lord to release a blessing into our life, this gathering will help you
learn how to move from blessing to blessing all year!
Robert Heidler and I will be teaching! Everyone who registers will receive a free copy of the book we
are working to complete on the significance of the tribes and months! We will begin on the night of
Friday, November 5 and meet all day Saturday, November 6. Seating is limited, so you will want to
register today by going to our website or by calling 1-888-965-1099 or 1-940-382-7231. The cost is
$25/person and $40/married couple. If you cannot join us onsite, you can still webcast for $20 per
person. There are special webcast rates for groups watching at the same location, so we encourage you to
invite others to join you for this pivotal weekend.
On that Saturday night, PAUL WILBUR will be joining us for our Firstfruits Celebration for Kislev.
This will be an incredible time of dancing, worshiping and rejoicing. (Paul has just released a wonderful
new CD, Desert Rain, that is now on our webstore.) There is no cost or registration to attend on Saturday
night for our Firstfruits Celebration, but it’s possible the sanctuary may already be full from those who
have registered to grow in their understanding of timing and alignment by attending Positioned for
Advancement. In that case, overflow seating will be available for those who have not registered for the

weekend.

On Sunday morning, we will have CHRIS HAYWARD, President of Cleansing Streams, joining us.
Cleansing Stream Ministries is committed to partnering with pastors and churches in teaching and
training leaders and maturing believers in personal cleansing, deliverance, and spiritual warfare so they
can be released to serve, minister, and disciple others in the Body of Christ. The Lord has given him a
word for us: “Life On the Vine!” I am looking forward to hearing it!
I hope many of you will make plans to join us for the entire weekend.
Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce

